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Assigning a State Student Identification (SSID) Number in the Early Learning Scholarship Administration (ELSA) System 

This guide is intended for use by district staff with an active SSID Maintainer access role in the Student ID Validation System (SSID System).     
The SSID Maintainer access role is most often held by the district’s MARSS Coordinator(s).  

Those individuals with SSID Maintainer access in the SSID System are also automatically granted access to the Early Learning Scholarship Administration 
(ELSA) system in the same role, as SSID number assignment in ELSA requires a link between the two systems and work between them. It is the responsibility 
of each school district to regularly (once per month, at minimum) enter ELSA and address all resident child records pending SSID number assignment, no 
matter what program the child attends. Only district SSID Maintainers have the ability to make SSID number assignments in ELSA, and all scholarship 
recipients must have SSID numbers assigned before any scholarship funds can be reimbursed.  – Note: A child’s Resident School District is determined by the 
information provided to the scholarship administrator by the family when the family applies for an early learning scholarship. 

To assign SSID numbers in ELSA, please begin with steps one (1) and two (2) below and then proceed as appropriate. 

1. Enter ELSA using the system entry link found in the “How to Get ELSA System Access” section of the ELSA homepage 
(http://education.state.mn.us/MDE/dse/datasub/ELSA/) on the MDE website. – Be sure to log into ELSA using the MDE user account with which your 
SSID System access is associated. 

  

http://education.state.mn.us/MDE/dse/datasub/ELSA/
http://education.state.mn.us/MDE/dse/datasub/ELSA/
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2. Once logged into ELSA, you will see the “Child SSID Validation” page. Choose a district from the “Residential School District Filter” dropdown menu, 
then click the blue “update list” button to the right. – If your district is not available, then no child records associated with your district are pending 
SSID number assignment in ELSA. Stop here and log out of ELSA. Please be sure to check back each month, at minimum.

  

3. After making the district selection, a list of child records pending SSID assignment will be visible just below. Consider the various situations below (A, 
B, C), moving forward with the step that applies. 

 If ELSA was able to identify an exact match in the SSID System, the SSID number may already be displayed to the left of the child’s name. In 
this case, click the green “save” button to the right of the child’s name. This completes your work assigning this child’s SSID number in ELSA.  
– Return to the start of section three (3) to address other pending child records as needed. Otherwise, stop here and log out of ELSA.

 

9876543210 
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 If the SSID number is not present to the left of the child’s name, click “lookup” to the right. On the “Child SSID Lookup” page that opens, 
click the green button that says “go to the SSID system”. A new tab will open in your browser that shows the SSID System Search page. Move 
on to section 4 below. 

 

 If there is a red “Duplicate SSID” message displayed on the child record line, this means the record was matched with an SSID number in the 
SSID System and that SSID number is already assigned to another child record in ELSA. In this case, send an email to MDE.ELSA@state.mn.us 
stating that you have found a duplicate child record in ELSA and providing an abbreviation of the child’s name and the full date of birth. To 
finish your work on this child in ELSA, click the blue “return to SA/RA” button on the child record line. – Return to the start of section three (3) 
and address other pending child records as needed. Otherwise, stop here and log out of ELSA.

 
9876543210 

mailto:MDE.ELSA@state.mn.us
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4. In the SSID System search window that opens, first delete the zeros in the “State Student ID” field, then conduct a search to see if the child has an 
existing record. (Although an exact match was not identified by ELSA, there may still be an existing child record in the SSID System.) If one or more 
results are displayed, review the results list carefully and proceed based on the situation (A, B, or C below) that applies. – During this search, please 
follow best practices from your SSID System training. In general, it is best to remove the middle name, birthdate, and all but the first three letters of 
the first and last name and then search. 

 

 If a child record that matches the ELSA record information is in the list of results: Copy the SSID number to the right of that child’s name. Go 
back to the open ELSA tab in your browser and paste the SSID number into the blank “SSID” field. Click “lookup” on that same page. If the 
lookup makes a successful assignment, the “Child SSID Validation List” will open and display a message indicating the number has been 
successfully assigned to that child record. This completes your work assigning this child’s SSID number in ELSA. Note: If the lookup does not 
successfully pull in the SSID assignment, review the record match once more and read on to determine if one of the actions below might be 
appropriate. – Return to section three (3) and address other pending child records as needed. Otherwise, stop here and log out of ELSA. 

  

Enter partial information when conducting a search for possible record matches 

1234567890 

2345678901 

6541239870 
7531598520 

4578619230 
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 If one of the child records in the list of search results is not a full match but appears very likely to be the same child, go back to your open 
ELSA tab in the browser and click “cancel’ under the child record information. Back on the “Child SSID Validation List” page, click the blue 
“return to SA/RA” button on the right side of that child record line. – Examples of when returning a child record is appropriate: The birthdate 
in the SSID record is very similar to that of the ELSA record (e.g. 11/10/2015 and 10/11/2015); the first or last name has one letter difference 
(e.g. John Steven and John Stevens, Loyla Isha Abdirahman and Layla Isha Abdirahman); The middle name appears to be a placeholder entry 
in the ELSA record (e.g. None, Nothing, NA, Blank) – Return to the start of section three (3) and address other pending child records as needed. 
Otherwise, stop here and log out of ELSA.

 

9876543210 

1234567890 
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 If the search does not result in a record match: Proceed with generating and validating a new SSID number and child record in the SSID 
System. Follow the steps below if you are unfamiliar with this process. 

i. Return to the open ELSA system tab in your browser. Key in a dummy number (a made up number with any number of digits) into the 
“SSID” field above the child’s name on Child SSID Lookup page, then click “lookup” below the child information. An error message will 
display. Clicking the green “go to the SSID system” button will then open a new tab to the “Validation Criteria” section of the SSID 
System. 

 

1 

2 
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ii. Following the procedure in the previous step, the Validation Criteria fields on the SSID System page will be auto-populated with the child 
information from ELSA. Once verifying that all child data is in place, delete the dummy number from the “State Student ID” field. Click the 
grey “Generate Student Id” button to create the new SSID number. After the new SSID number displays, click the grey “Validate” button 
in the bottom of the section. 

 

iii. Most likely, since a search was completed previously, the validation will produce a message that says “Student appears to be new to the 
ID System…” If this is not the result, please move to section 5 below. If this is a new child in the SSID System, as confirmed by the 
message above, select your district from the dropdown menu at the bottom of the section. Once you have selected your district, click the 
“Add Student” button to the left of that menu. The new child record will display below that section. 

 

1 

2 
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iv. To complete the assignment of the SSID number in ELSA, copy the SSID number next to the child’s name, go back to your open ELSA 
system tab, paste the SSID number in the blank SSID field, then click “lookup” below to complete the assignment. – Return to section 
three (3) and address other pending child records as needed. Otherwise, stop here and log out of ELSA.
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5. If the validation produces a message that says “Student match based on matching rules, but ID is different…”  Based on what you see in the record 
listed as a student match, it may be appropriate to add an alias to the Student ID record or return the ELSA record back to the scholarship 
administrator for review. Consider the various situations below (A, B), moving forward with the step that applies. 

 If an SSID System record match is made, look at the validation criteria and the listed existing record. When compared, if one or the other is 
just missing additional data, such as the full middle name, or reflects a legal name change, add an alias in the SSID System. Follow the steps 
below if you are unfamiliar with this process. 
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i. To create an alias, first copy the SSID number that is listed as part of the existing student record. 

 

ii. Next, click the grey “Clear Results” button at the bottom of the Validation Criteria section. 

 

iii. Paste the SSID number you copied in the first step into the “State Student ID” field, replacing the SSID number that you had previously 
generated. Then, make any other adjustments as needed to Validation Criteria fields so that what is included represents the alias you 
intend to create. – e.g. Enter a complete middle name or change the last name to reflect a legal name change. – Once ready, click the 
“Validate” button. This should produce the message “Success - matching student information returned below.” 

 

1 
2 
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iv. To complete the creation of the alias, select your district from the “Acting on behalf of:” dropdown menu, then click the “Add Alias” 

button to the left of that menu. This should produce the message “Student identifier usage reported successfully.”

 

v. To complete the assignment of the SSID in ELSA, copy the SSID number next to the child’s name, go back to your open ELSA system tab, 
paste the SSID number in the blank SSID field, then click “lookup” below to complete the assignment. – Return to the start of section 
three (3) and address other pending child records as needed. Otherwise, stop here and log out of ELSA. 
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 If an SSID System record match is made, look at the validation criteria and the listed existing record. When compared, if the validation 
criteria (copied in from ELSA) and the SSID System record result have differences that indicate there is an error in one or more of the data 
elements entered, then return this record to the scholarship administrator for review. Refer to 4B for instructions. –  i.e. If the records are 
not a match because of what appears to be a spelling error, or perhaps some transposed numbers in the birthdate, then you should return the 
record. 

If you encounter an error message or situation in either ELSA or the Student ID Validation System that is not addressed by 
this document, please reach out to MDE for help: 

MDE.ELSA@state.mn.us 

OR 

MDE.Student_ID@state.mn.us 
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